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**Type of Material:** Quilt Patterns

**Condition of Material:** Good.

**Arrangement:** Quilt patterns are organized alphabetically by title of the pattern and articles alphabetically by last name of author.

**Biographical / Historical Information:** Linda Lowe was a librarian at Morehead State University’s Camden-Carroll Library. She began to quilt and collect quilt patterns in 1972. She taught quilting classes and displayed her work at both Morehead State University and local fairs. She was an active member of the Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society and the Morehead Harvest Festival Quilt Show Committee. She donated this collection of quilt patterns to the Camden-Carroll Library in 1980.

**Scope and Content:** The collection, donated by Linda Lowe, consists of quilt patterns collected by herself, Bertha Mae Noble, Anna Myrtle Johnson, and others, quilt block samples, photographs, photographic slides, index cards, and articles from newspapers, journals, and magazines.
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Quilting -- Kentucky.
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